
 

 

MetalGate Czech Death Fest 2014 – The Czech metal feast is back! 

For the sixth time already, bringing once again a quality line-up, but also several novelties. 

First and foremost, for the first time in the festival history, our commotion shall take place 

not on the space of two, but three days! MetalGate Czech Death Fest vol.6 shall then kick 

off on Thursday, June 12, 2014, and shall run all the way to Saturday, June 15, 2014, once 

again in the usual picturesque venue of Autocamp Brodský in Červený Kostelec.  

The second novelty that we set up to further expand and improve on-site facilities, is the 

festival chill-out zone, which will open after performances of each day are done and will be 

opened until the production begins once again, or for as long as you are able to stay on your 

feet.  

As far as the roster goes, our festival already has its headliners, namely the Greek dark 

mystics SEPTICFLESH, presiding over the Friday prime time, and the British grindcore cult 

LOCK UP, who will appear during Saturday line-up.  

Same as last year, our festival will include further foreign guests, specifically, two Polish 

death metal warbands NUCLEAR VOMIT and OGOTAY.  

The rest of the bill belongs traditionally to a quality selection from Czech and Slovak metal 

scene, featuring names such as MALIGNANT TUMOUR, ROOT, ISACAARUM, of 

course not to mention TORTHARRY, SIX DEGREES OF SEPARATION, 

FORGOTTEN SILENCE, CONTRASTIC, FLESHLESS, GUTALAX, RETURN TO 

INNOCENCE, PERFECITIZEN, AWRIZIS, POSTCARDS FROM ARKHAM, 

SHADOW AREA, ASCENDANCY, DYSANGELIUM, HECATE from Slovakia, 

ANTIGOD, NAHUM, PRIMARY RESISTANCE, UNBORN, 7 SINS OF SURVIVING,  

CUTTERED FLESH, EARDELETE, or WARHAWK.    

Genre-wise, once again a diverse music menu that has something for fans of extreme metal 

styles, as well as of the more melodic ones, or even of modern metal forms.  

Since however, MetalGate Czech Death Fest is tied not only to great music, but also to 

excellent ale, it is apt to mention a unique contest, prepared with our partner brewery 

Primátor, the point of which is collecting stamps on selected metal gigs throughout the 



year, and the number you collect translates to the number of free beers you get on the 

festival, whereby you can make your stay with us all the more pleasant.  

The festival presale is in full swing, so if you are still missing tickets, head either to 

MetalGate e-shop or to Tortharry shop to get yours. The current ticket price is 600 CZK/22 

Euro, with approx. 100 tickets remaining from this emission, so do not hesitate!  

For further news, stay tuned to the festival website www.czechdeathfest.cz 

See you there!   
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